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Abstract
Disruptive behavior has and will continue to be an issue in nursing until it is addressed. We must increase a heightened awareness

and educate nursing staff about this behavior. Disruptive behavior has plagued the nursing arena for years. The issue has become so
important that it is now included in the curriculum for nursing students. They are learning about a healthy work place environment.
Nursing has published several articles on disruptive behavior but it remains a pervasive issue within the work environment.

The unit that I currently work on has tackled the issue with surveys and frank conversations about the matter. The issue persists

because nurses have fear of retaliation and feel as if they lack support from management, or nothing will be done by management. We
must address this inappropriate behavior in order to decrease and completely eradicate it. Our unit took on the challenge to minimize
disruptive behavior by adding the sacred word (a word stated aloud as a clue to the offending individual, thus increasing self aware-

ness), sacred person (a confidant to ventilate frustrations and share ideas), and when all else failed, mediation will take place to allow
staff to face the offender (providing staff members a safe place to discuss and remedy the discourse).

The unit’s disruptive behavior has diminished and management has conducted fewer counseling sessions on this behavior.

We have developed a guideline for the unit to assure a continuation of the progress with hopes of decreasing and eventually elimi-

nating disruptive behavior.
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Disruptive behavior has been written about and lectures have

is just great the music is going, there is a song in your heart, sip-

members from our profession. This article will be different in that

working with that will help you, will there be a person whom you

addressed the topic. This behavior also has influenced great nurses to lose confidence in themselves and thus we have lost valuable

it will demonstrate what a nurse endures when disruptive behav-

ior is prevalent on the unit. To see it through the eyes of the nurse
gives a different perspective on the issue [2-11]. Disruptive behavior will be personified using the name Sally Sue. A day with Sally
Sue goes like this.

The day for the nurse who has to confront Sally Sue starts with

just waking up and knowing that the day is going to be great. The
day starts with good thoughts, thinking about how to make it bet-

ter for your patient. It is filled up hope and joy. The ride into work

ping on your coffee and thinking how good the day will be. Then

the thought of who will you be working today, and who you will be
can trust. Then a sigh, and the smile turns into a stern face, you

wonder if you can drink all of your coffee because you will needing
all the coffee you can stand today, you begin to pray that you don’t

have to work with Sally Sue, you are going though all the do’s and

don’t to survive the day, and at last you wonder if it is too late to
call in sick.

The day no longer only consists of how do I take care of the pa-

tient, but how to take care of the patient and survive with Sally Sue.

Will you have any allies on the unit, who can I vent to, who will help
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me with my patients’, will this be an easy assignment or will I get

their behavior, however; it did not alleviate the concerns. There-

just can’t call in today or just shoot me now. While working I have to

the behavior was being used on the unit. This could be a staff mem-

the most difficult patient on the floor, and will I be set me up for lots
of admission. Should I just cry now and get it over with, am I sure I

worry about everything; did I do a good job, am I doing a good job,
can I be a good nurse, I thought I was, but now I am not sure. I know

Sally Sue is going to do something to me; I just want to take care of
my patients. The feelings of anxiety, depression and hopelessness
are real; they are real reasons why nurses quit, change jobs and
give up what they love and were born to do, all because of Sally

Sue. This is how the patient can suffer and occurrence can happen.

This behavior because the nurse is unsure will make more errors
the patient will not have confident in the nurse to do their job. This
cycle will continue with Sally Sue behaviors being present.

The Nurse that has to endure this hardship is not alone, but is

made to feel alone. The silence is deafening! The staff are aware,
but no one will speak up for fear of retaliation. Retaliation in the
sense that you’re the one made out to be the bad guy (girl), you’re

the one that is being laughed at, or even when your opinion is given

fore, other solutions had to be made. The sacred word came up and

the sacred person. The sacred word was used when you thought
ber or yourself. The word that was chosen for the unit was marshmallow. The staff choose this word because it was not offensive to

anyone. It was the unit sacred code (no one else knew about this).
Therefore, if anyone also heard it they were unaware of what the

unit was doing. The sacred person was that person who one could
go to in confident and express their feels without feelings of re-

taliation. The person just listen and only offer advise if asked to
give the advise. This person was chosen by the staff member. The

sacred person was that sounding board, the person you could hash

out your thought with, and see if they were rational, this person

could help you to understand and confront the person in an effective manner. This person could help you formulate your thoughts,

therefore having the person who has no voice developed a voice
and increase their own assertive skills.

The status quo is that one who felt that they was a victim of Sally

one would rather choose the wrong opinion over what is right. So,

Sue would go to the management team. This was not working for

believe Sally Sue. Ultimately this is what keeps the issue going in

and not Sally Sue. The solution for us was to use mediation tech-

what happens; Sally Sue wins again! The staff is aware and at times
the administration is not willing to listen to both sides or will just

the environment, the silence, having fear of retaliation fear, and administration failing to respond to the problem.

The unit that I am on decided to do something different in that

we wanted to solve the problem at a unit level and be able to com-

municate effectively to the person regarding the behavior. The first
step was to understand disruptive behavior. This entailed educa-

tion on the topic and doing pre and post surveys. The education

brought about discussion on the topic. Having frank discussions
brought the need to do more on the topic. So how does one begin

to address the behavior on a unit and then continue to have a cohesive working unit. The solution to this dilemma was looking at the
person and yourself.

The nurses on the unit took a survey to assess how assertive

they were. The survey stated that the nurses were on a scale of 1

- 5 were 4 - 5 for assertiveness (4 - 5 means more assertive). The
nurses could control their own behavior but not others. This was

done with education on assertive behavior, what it is and what it
is not. The surveys stated that nurses on the unit were assertive in

us because we felt that the management was unresponsive to the
plight, one would be made to feel as though they were the problem

nique. The staff members could pick the mediator of their choice.

This is a meeting with both parties, and the mediator should guide

the conversation in that both parties come up the solution. This is
handling the complaint at the unit level. This process helps one to

develop strategies on solving difficult situation. Mediation brings
you face to face with your problem and accuser [12]. This can help
with strengthening a person with how to have that difficult conver-

sation and continue to work in a cohesive environment. This helps
the person remain professional during a work environment. Hav-

ing a difficult conversation with someone, you feel that is offensive,
can also help you understand and see another point of view.

Sally Sue is difficult and will always be around. However disrup-

tive behavior can be taken care and decrease with a of changed in
the right environment. We must all strive for the best in us and

others. The survey that was done on our unit resulted in the sacred
word decreased to 2 - 5 per day, the sacred person usage was aver-

age one per week, and there was only three mediations during the
6 month trail [13-29].
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